The red flag means danger!
Never go in the water when this flag is flying.
Black and white flags mark the area for surfers and non-powered watercraft. Do not swim here!
An orange windsock flying means that the wind is very strong. You must not take inflatables into the sea.
Red and yellow flags mark the area where it is safer to swim because lifeguards are on patrol here.
This sign means do not jump. Tombstoning is dangerous.
Do not dive
Do not jump
Do not swim
Do not surf
Do not use inflatables
Do not use motorised craft
Swim between the flags
Do not use inflatables
Water craft zone
Deep shelving beach
Deep water
Large surf or high breaking waves
Surfing
Strong undertows
Sudden drop
Strong winds
Submerged objects
Tides
This sign means do not use inflatables. It’s unsafe in strong winds.
Do not dive
Do not jump
Do not swim
Do not surf
Do not use inflatables
Do not use motorised craft
Swim between the flags

Water craft zone

Deep shelving beach
Deep water
Surfing
Strong undercurrents
Sudden drop
Strong winds
Submerged objects
Tides
This sign means beware of rip currents in this area. They can drag you out of your depth.
This sign means beware of the tide. You could get cut off when the tide comes in.
Do not dive
Do not jump
Do not swim
Do not surf
Do not use inflatables
Do not use motorised craft
Swim between the flags
Watercraft zone
Do not swim
Deep shelving beach
Deep water
Large surf or high breaking waves
Surfing
Strong undercurrents
Sudden drop
Strong winds
Submerged objects
Tides